The implementation of RADEC learning model in thematic learning to increase the concept understanding of electrical phenomenon
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Abstract: This research is motivated by the large number of elementary school classrooms that do not offer quality science experiences to students so that it has an impact on students’ low understanding of the science concept. The RADEC (Read-Answer-Discuss-Explain And Create) learning model seems suitable for increasing students’ understanding of science concepts. This learning model has scientific stages that encourage the construction of students’ knowledge. This study aims to analyze the increased understanding of the concept of electrical phenomena through the application of the RADEC learning model. The study involved twenty-eight grade 5 students in the 2019-2020 academic year. Quasi-experimental method with one-group pretest-postest design was used in this study. To find out the understanding of students’ concepts about electrical phenomena, tests were carried out before and after the implementation. This study uses descriptive analysis to analyze data collected before and after implementation. From the results of the analysis, it is known that students’ understanding of the concept of electrical phenomena after the implementation of the RADEC learning model is higher than before. Thus, it can be concluded that the application of the RADEC learning model can improve students' conceptual understanding of electrical phenomena.
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Introduction

Natural science education has a very important role for students to become qualified human beings who are able to solve various kinds of problems in everyday life. As expressed by John Dewey, education is a necessity of life and a means of preparing students to face various tasks and responsibilities in the future. Providing science education at an early age supports language development, early literacy, math skills, and improves conceptual understanding in early childhood (Gerde et al., 2013). Thus, the role of science is to equip students with various knowledge and skills to be able to face various challenges in the future. The Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture (Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2014) states that science education is integrated with other core subjects in the primary school curriculum in Indonesia. Thus, students can predict and interpret various environmental problems from various points of view. The end result is an increase and balance between the ability to be good human beings (soft skills) and humans who have the skills and knowledge to live well (hard skills).

Correct understanding of scientific concepts and content at the elementary school level is necessary so that students can effectively study science at a higher level or natural phenomena that occur in life. But in fact, most students have difficulty understanding the concept of science, and even
misconceptions occur even though this topic has been given to the previous class (Akbas & Genceturk, 2011; Rohmawatiningsih et al., 2018; Şahin & Çepni, 2011). Misunderstandings occur on various science topics, including electricity (Redhead, 2018; Turgut et al., 2011; Widodo et al., 2018). They found that students had misconceptions about concepts such as current, resistance, potential difference, electricity, sources and electrical energy. This is very dangerous because their misconceptions will continuously interact with other scientific concepts and can lead to other conceptions of other scientific concepts (Akbas & Genceturk, 2011). Student misconceptions in science are closely related to the way teachers teach. Many elementary school teachers do not offer quality scientific experiences to their students, making it difficult for students to understand the concept of science (Gerde et al., 2013). This learning only focuses on knowledge retention that suppresses student motivation and subjectivity, while teachers do not provide space for students to think independently (Beckmann & Weber, 2016; Jaleniauskienė, 2016). This of course will result in passive learners resulting in low performance (Vlasi & Karaliota, 2013).

There is no doubt that a science teacher plays a key role in improving the learning outcomes of his students. In line with the problems of education in primary schools described above, it is necessary to have an innovative learning model that is easily implemented by schools in Indonesia and can develop students' conceptual understanding. According to Jones et al. (2012) and Dickerson et al. (2014), students' conceptual understanding can be built by an authentic investigation. It can strengthen students' understanding of natural phenomena (Dickerson et al., 2014; Hong et al., 2014). Learning strategy based on a constructivism approach in which new knowledge is built based on prior student knowledge is needed to supports the students' conceptions changes. It is important that teachers have previous knowledge of students in order to create a discourse that will encourage the student to develop understanding of a scientific concept (Inaltekin & Akçay, 2021). Therefore, we selected an alternative learning model that is considered in accordance with these learning criteria as an effort to increase students' conceptual understanding, namely through the Read- Answer - Discuss - Explain and Create (RADEC) learning model.

RADEC learning model was first introduced by Sopandi (2017) at an international conference in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The name of this model is adjusted to the syntax of Read, Answer, Discussion, Explain, and Create (RADEC). The Vygotsky's theory of social constructivism is the basis for the development of this model. According to this theory, students can develop their cognitive abilities through their interactions with the social environment. In implementation of RADEC model, students are involved in critical reading activities, social (teacher and student) interaction, scientific investigation, and product creation. Their actively form meaningful knowledge structures based on their previous knowledge. It is important that teachers are aware of the diversity of ideas that students adopt while planning appropriate activities in the classroom. Sopandi (2017) stated that the syntax in this model is very easy to memorize. This model fits into the Indonesian education system which requires students to understand many scientific concepts in a limited time.

Some previous study has also proven that RADEC learning model has a positive impact on science learning. The results of the study show that the RADEC learning model can improve students' critical thinking skills (Pratama et al., 2019) and creative thinking skills (Jumanto et al., 2018; Wulandari et al., 2020). It appears that these studies only examine the effect of the RADEC learning model on the skills competency. While other competencies have not been researched other aspects, including conceptual understanding. In fact, developing science concepts is an essential part of science learning. Science conceptual understanding is needed as a foundation for acquiring high order thinking like critical and creative thinking skills in solving problems they face. Related to these advantages, it is hoped that the RADEC learning model can improve students' conceptual understanding.

Method

The method used in this study was a quasi-experimental method with the one-group pre-test – post-test design. This study used an experimental class that was given treatment, namely the RADEC
learning model. A conceptual understanding test was given before and after implementing the RADEC learning. The one-group pre-test – post-test design (Fraenkel et al., 2012) can be seen in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O1</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>O2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** One-Group Pre-test – Post-test Design (Fraenkel et al., 2012)

Information:

- O1 : Pre-test to see the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon before the RADEC learning model implementation.
- X : Implementation of the RADEC learning model.
- O2 : Post-test to see the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon after the RADEC learning model implementation.

The research subjects were all 5th grade students in one of the primary schools in Bandung which amounted to 28 students with an age range of 11 to 12 years old. The considerations for selecting 5th grade students to become sample are that children at this age are able to use their logic, plan organized behaviour, accept plans or goals for activities, and link knowledge and actions in the plan (Desmita, 2012). In addition, at this class level there is electrical concept that must be mastered as a foundation for learning other topics at the next level.

To determine students’ understanding of electrical phenomena concepts, a conceptual understanding test was administered before and after the implementation of RADEC learning model. There were 5 items questions that given in essay form. In addition, the observation conducted to observe the implementation of the RADEC learning model. Two teachers from the school participated in observation.

The collected data were analyzed using a descriptive analysis approach. The formula for calculating the grade of the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon is as follows.

\[
\text{Grade} = \frac{\text{Score Acquisition}}{\text{Maximum Score}} \times 100
\]

The category for the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon grades are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>81 – 100</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>61 – 80</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>41 – 60</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>21 – 40</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>0 – 20</td>
<td>Very less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data research procedures in this study are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that in general research procedure consists of three stages, namely the preparation, implementation, and final stages. The first stage was the preparation, we studied the literature regarding the research variables and analyzed school as research subject. The purpose of the analyze phase is to identify the probable causes for a performance gap. The analyze phases were included: (1) Analyze science materials, which aims to identify science materials taught at school through documents and interview; (2) Audit available resources, to identify all types of resources that will be required to complete the entire research that conducted through interviews with class teachers and principal; (3) Analyze learning instruction, which aims to identify learning instruction used in learning science at schools as research subject that conducted through interviews with class teachers and learning observation; and (4) Analyze learners, which aims to identify student characteristics including student motivation, attitudes, skills, and numbers of students. This was conducted through learning observation and interviews with classroom teachers. After obtaining the analysis result data, we determined a learning model needs to be developed based on the results of the analysis. In this study, RADEC learning model was selected to support thematic learning which consists of Science, Bahasa Indonesia and
Mathematics subjects tied to one theme, namely “Electricity Around Us”. Then, we designed the lesson plan, worksheet, and evaluation instruments based on analyzed data and study of literature. Then, these instruments were developed and validated by experts to test its feasibility. Input from experts were used as the basis for improvement that these instruments are suitable for this research.

The second stage of this research was the implementation stages, where RADEC learning model was carried out by researcher. Students were previously given a pretest to see the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon before learning. During the learning, two teachers observed the implementation of RADEC learning model. After that, students were given post-test to see the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon after implementation. The last stage was the final stage, where the collected data then processed and analyzed so we can draw conclusion and make a research report.

Results and Discussion

The results of the research and discussion in this study are presented based on the results of the analysis of the research conducted. The explanation will be divided into three parts, namely: Implementation of the RADEC Learning Model in Thematic Learning to Increase the Students’ Concept Understanding of Electrical Phenomenon, Students’ Concept Understanding of Electrical Phenomenon Before and After the Implementation of the RADEC Learning Model in Thematic Learning, and Students’ Concept Understanding of Electrical Phenomenon in Terms of Reading Activities After the Implementation of RADEC Learning Model

Implementation of the RADEC Learning Model in Thematic Learning to Increase the Students’ Concept Understanding of Electrical Phenomenon

The RADEC learning model in this study was applied in thematic learning consisting Science, Indonesian and Mathematics subjects that bound by a theme, namely “Electricity Around Us”. The
syntax of RADEC learning model are read, answer, discuss, explain, and create (Sopandi, 2017), with
details of the activities as follows.

**Read**

At read stage, students read information from the printed information texts on the topic
"Electricity Around Us" and "Data Presentation" which had been given the day before learning began.
They were also allowed to read other information sources from internet or books. This activity aims
to guide the students in understanding information provided with pre-learning questions. These
questions associated with teaching material. The read stage was carried out independently by
students at home without the other helps.

The students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon can be built at read stage. It
occurs students’ conception change that involves a cognitive process such as adapting and
restructuring the concepts that students have had before to be a new conception. This is in line with
the statement from Küçükoğlu (2013) that reading activity is a key element in developing student
understanding of content. Reading stage in RADEC learning model introducing critical literacy peda-
gogy for the students. It is needed in classroom curriculum (Riasati & Mollaei, 2012). A reading lite-
racy can develop student skills to understand hidden meanings, reconstruct their knowledge, and
examine science phenomena from multiple perspective (Svetlana & Olga, 2017). Therefore, the
students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon can improve at this stage.

**Answer**

At answer stage, students answered pre-teaching questions based on the knowledge obtained
by the reading activity at home. Pre-teaching questions are arranged in students’ worksheet. Pre-
teaching questions were given in this study containing low-thinking skills to high-thinking skills
questions with indicators: (1) standard vocabulary and main sentences for Indonesian Language; (2)
electricity phenomenon and energy sources for Science; and (3) the processing and presentation of
data for Mathematics. These questions can stimulate students’ thinking (Rashid & Qaisar, 2016).
Students must answer questions after their reading activities at their home independently before the
class session is conducted. Students can ask other students or teacher to explain the materials that
cannot be mastered by them during class sessions. At answer stage, students can identify which parts
of teaching material are considered easy or difficult. Student’s conceptual understanding of electrical
phenomenon increase when they tried to answer the questions based on the knowledge obtained by
the reading activity. They recalled what have they learnt. If they did not remember, they reread the
text information. This will deepen their understanding. Their answer is a prior student knowledge,
needed to supports the students' conceptions changes. It is important that teachers have previous
knowledge of students in order to create a discourse that will encourage the student to develop
understanding of a scientific concept (Inaltekin & Akcay, 2021).

**Discuss**

At discuss stage, students discussed about their answers to pre-teaching questions in their
group. The students who succeed in carrying out certain tasks motivated to provide a guidance to
other friends who have not mastered the teaching material. According to (Azmitia, 1988), colleagues
often carry different abilities and they tend to observe and imitate colleagues who are more skilled.
Thus, when students who are more skilled guide other students who are not experts, knowledge
internalization will occur in students who are not experts which can increase their concepts under-
standing. Activity of discuss stage shown in Figure 3.

During discussion activities, the teacher must ensure that there is effective communication
between students in each group to get the correct answer. This activity can expose students to
broaden various perspectives and provide opportunities for them to express their thoughts. Discuss-
ing can provide them a broader perspective that helps them interpret real-world problems properly
(Stefanova et al., 2017).
Figure 3. Discuss Stage

**Explain**

At explain stage, presentation of discussion results was conducted. Representatives students who have mastered the learning indicators asked to explain important concepts in front of the class. The teacher ensures that the presenter explains scientifically and correctly and the other students understand the explanation. In this activity, other students are recommended to give questions, opinions, or add information to the presenting group. Then, teacher gave reinforcement and gave an explanation about important concepts which cannot be mastered by all students. It can be seen that at this stage students explained and debated their various thoughts, then searched for the most appropriate answers activities. These activities can improve and increase their knowledge.

**Create**

At create stage, teacher facilitated students to use their knowledge that has been mastered to generate creative ideas in an investigation activity. The teacher as a facilitator tries to encourage students to accept more responsibilities for their learning experiences. Teacher gave contextual problems related to the scarcity of fossil fuels for electricity in worksheet. The teacher provided various natural ingredients such as cucumbers, oranges, lemons, potatoes, and bananas as an alternative source of electrical energy. In addition, the teacher also provides an electrical circuit component. Teacher gave an investigative question "Which fruit is the most effective source of electrical energy?", which students must answer that question as a hypothesis. Then, students conducted an experiment activity to test their hypothesis that shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Create Stage

Figure 4 shows students conducted an investigation regarding electrical phenomenon using several types of fruit. The fruits used were cucumbers, oranges, lemons, potatoes, and bananas. Students investigated how many fruits are needed to light one lamp for each type of fruit in order to
obtain the best fruit for creating electrical energy. After the experiment, students presented the observed data into tables and graphs as an implementation of mathematical material, and presented them in class. It appears at this stage, students were involved in predicting, giving hypothesis, planning and conducting investigation to test their hypothesis, making observations, interpreting, and communicating. These all activities describe a science process. According to Harlem and Elstgeest (1993), science processes can help students to develop their ideas or concepts. At this stage, students understood the science concept that a source of electricity can be generated from fruits not only battery. These fruits contain acid, an electrolyte which can conduct electricity. The more acidic (the smaller the pH value), the greater the solution’s electric current and the greater the pH value, the smaller the value of the solution's electric current. Scientific inquiry through create stage in RADEC learning model provides meaningful experiences that integrate Indonesian language, mathematic, and science education.

**Students’ Concept Understanding of Electrical Phenomenon Before and After the Implementation of the RADEC Learning Model in Thematic Learning**

A concept understanding of electrical phenomenon test questions was given to twenty-eight students attending 5th grade, before (pre-test) and after learning using the RADEC model (post-test). The result shows that the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon on the post-test is better than the pre-test. This can be seen in the Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The Mean of Students’ Concept Understanding](image)

Based on Figure 5, it is known that the students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon has improved after implementing RADEC learning model. The average students' pre-test is 33.57 in less category. Meanwhile, the average students' post-test is 72.14 in good category. Through using RADEC learning model, students may have clarified, modified, or developed their initial ideas or concepts of electrical phenomenon. There is a scientific process in RADEC learning model that students have a better understanding of science concepts (Gerde et al., 2013). Every stage of RADEC involved the students in constructing their knowledge. It expands and deepens their thinking about the concepts being studied. At read stage, students obtain information about electrical phenomena through reading the text and internet information. It can help students how to perform literary interpretation, analysis, and develop a greater understanding (Magulod, 2018). Students were also involved in social interaction at the discussion, explain, and create stages. Students broaden various perspectives and express their thoughts that can develop their cognitive abilities (Vygotsky, 2012).

At the create stage, students were faced with contextual problems related to the electrical phenomenon and were required to carry out scientific investigation through an experiment. These create cognitive conflicts in students that needed in the accommodation stage to obtain new con-
cepts and change student conceptions (Posner et al., 1982). However, many experts believe that the authentic task is the best way to correct concept errors that exist in students and strengthen students’ understanding of natural phenomena (Hong et al., 2014; Pintrich et al., 1993).

Students’ Concept Understanding of Electrical Phenomenon in Terms of Reading Activities After the Implementation of RADEC Learning Model

Increase students’ concept understanding about electrical phenomenon after RADEC learning model implementation can also be seen from the difference in the average pre-test and post-test in terms of reading activities of students during pre-learning. The average of students’ concept understanding in terms of students' reading activities can be seen in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. The Mean of Students’ Concept Understanding in Terms of Reading Activities](image)

Figure 6 shows that there is an increase in the rate of understanding of concepts in each type of reading activity. There is the striking difference in conceptual understanding between students who did not read text, read text fully, read only partially text, and read text plus other resources. The lowest post-test mean found in students who did not read text in pre-learning reaches 47.50 in less category. The increase of concept understanding in students who did not read text reaches 7.5. It is the lowest increase of conceptual understanding. Meanwhile, the highest post-test mean found in students who read text fully in pre-learning is 81.67 in very good. After RADEC model implementation, the increase of concept understanding in students who read text fully reaches 46.67. It is the highest increase than others. Students who read fully at read stage obtain new ideas and new ways of looking at ideas from the text they read. According to Stefanova et al. (2017), by reading text, students can understand hidden meanings, reconstruct their conception, and examine phenomena from multiple points of view (Stefanova et al., 2017).

In this study, we also found the concept understanding average of students who read text plus other resources is only 60 and the increase is only 20 from the pre-test and post-test results. It is lower than the students who only read text partially and the students who read fully. As many as 1 student from a total of 26 students read the text plus other sources via Google. Logically, students who read the text plus other sources should be better than others. We tried to point out several possible causes. First, student did not completely read the text or other sources. Second, students only read but did not try to understand what they are reading. In other words, the student is not a good reader. According to Küçükoğlu (2013), good readers are actively involved with the text, and they are aware of the processes they use to understand what they read. And third, student did not read other reading sources related to the electrical phenomenon topic but other topics in thematic learning as main sentences for Indonesian Language or the processing and presentation of data. In searching for electronic sources of information, the teacher should provide a relevant website.
address instead of asking students to search for it independently. Thus, they can focus on the material they have to learn. These possibilities can occur because at the read stage students read various sources at home independently without teacher guidance so that teachers cannot directly monitor student behavior, what they read, and how their reading comprehension ability. These indicate the drawbacks of the RADEC learning model. The teacher should be able to guide the reading process of students directly in class learning session. Group practice or partner practice can be used in a class to improve student comprehension. In other words, the read stage of the RADEC learning model should be carried out in the classroom so that teachers can monitor student performance, motivate, intervene at the right time, guide, and select relevant learning resources. This shows that the reading stage in the RADEC learning model has an impact on concept understanding of electrical phenomenon. This concept will be implemented to investigative activities at the other stages.

Conclusion

From the data analysis, it can be concluded that there is an increase of students’ concept understanding of electrical phenomenon through the implementation of RADEC learning model. This learning model involves students actively in constructing their concept knowledge through the five stages of RADEC, namely Read, Answer, Discuss, Explain, and Create.

Related to the drawbacks of the RADEC learning model found in this study that students who read text plus other resources have lower conceptual understanding than others. Since it is very important to conduct further research, incorporation the Read stage into the learning session in the classroom is needed to increase concept understanding more effectively.

It is important to make the RADEC learning model as an alternative science learning in thematic learning for primary school. Through this learning model, students actively interacted with literature, high level questions, social (teacher and student), scientific process, and product creation. It can develop students’ reading literacy, social competence, mathematical literacy, science process skills, conceptual understanding, and high order thinking that support their competences. However, RADEC learning model greatly assists teachers and students in science learning.
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